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If patience was truly a virtue, Shehriyar Aya Bilqees-Khilji of Dartanian was certainly 

being tested. Today it was not the smuggling of produce from fruit vendors by the ever-

populating rhesus macaques, nor was it the Bilqees-Khilji family’s total aversion to the concept 

of privacy and personal space. No, the music of that morning was her grandmother, Syrine, 

badgering her about her widow’s peak. Again. 

As her vizier went on about how the infinitesimal point of her hairline was a bad omen, 

Aya looked out at the Firoze Mountains, studded with emerald foliage. The majesty of the 

highlands were an ephemeral solace, the sunlight bouncing off the crisp, sparkling snowcaps of 

the Lajward range accompanying it. Their peaks scraped the cerulean sky, clouds pooling in their 

hollows and valleys. They stood as proud and unwavering as the Dartinian people, serving as a 

great distraction from Syrine’s daily lecture of how no suitor would marry her for fear of 

premature death, supposedly insinuated by her inconsequential widow’s peak. “You must do 

away with it,” Syrine said, confident she was making perfect sense. “Or hide it with your maatha 

patti.” 

Yara, Aya’s eldest sister and bodyguard, who stood perpetually resolute and somber at 

her side, pitched in that to do so would be dishonest, earning her dour looks from both Aya and 

Syrine. As richly brown as her deep carob skin, Yara’s hair—which naturally erected in tight, 

gravity-defying springs—had painstakingly been styled into locs that cascaded down her 

muscular back. The sheer quiescent power in her stature was matched by her absolute air of 

morality and virtue. One could go so far as to call her a prig. Myr, their youngest sister, who had 

not a shred of tact and too much zeal for trouble, certainly did. 
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If it wasn’t the one-sided widow’s peak discussion, it was talk of Syrine’s wish to be a 

great-grandmother, and since Yara had no interest in men and Myr could not be bothered with 

anyone, the elderly woman was counting on Aya to deliver. In the history of middle children, 

Aya perhaps got the most attention. 

She attributed that to the fact she had been stung by a scorpion in her childhood, a 

creature sacred to Dartinians for their ageotropic and medicinal properties. A scorpion’s sting 

anointed a royal the power of the throne and crown on their coronation, granting the immunity 

and power of its venom, and so Aya’s sting had been taken as an omen she was meant to 

be Shehriyar, that the scorpion had chosen her to lead the Dartinian people. 

Though it had been no scorpion that had anointed her. It had been the murder of her 

father Shehriyar Darian by Deon Ifotan of Kinvara when she was sixteen that had led to her 

ascension. But only her and her small family were privy to this truth, Aya’s people having 

thought their beloved Darian had died of natural causes. Dartanian by no means had the strength 

in numbers or military might to take on the Fortified City of Kinvara. They were simple people, 

mostly farmers, miners, and artisans of unparalleled talent, with little exposure to the outside 

world. 

Aya had plans to change that. 

“The Saffron Festival cannot possibly come soon enough,” Syrine mused aloud, Aya 

unable to help the chime of laughter that bubbled past her lips. With the last vestiges of golden 

leaves dislodging from apricot and almond trees, nothing was a more sure sign of the coming 

winter and yet, Syrine couldn’t help but think of the celebration which marked the beginning of 

the Dartinian harvest season still months away. 
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Particularly known for being where youth found spouses and the cavalry sport of tent 

pegging, it was no surprise that Syrine was eager for the Saffron Festival. There people 

performed the scorpion dance in hopes of wooing a potential partner. Aya had yet to partake in 

it. The dance at its core sounded primal but, rooted in ancient tradition, stood as a testament to 

the Dartinian peoples’ long and proudly preserved heritage. 

 “Grandmama, at least let the autumnal festival arrive before you start reminiscing about 

the spring.” Before winter swept in, bringing with it wind-chapped cheeks, gelid cold, and 

burning hearths, the people held a feast for all of Dartanian. Hundreds of volunteers prepared 

vats of the land’s most traditional foods: sweet saffron rice with almonds, raisins, and 

pomegranates, hearty spiced mutton soups with noodles, ghee doused flatbreads studded with 

slivers of cashews, dried apricot, and dusted with pistachio, and boiled dough in a thick sauce of 

pressed apricot oil, ground walnuts. Others plucked the last remnants of flowers before they 

wilted to garnish the food, adorn homes, and to extract essences and pigments for perfumes, 

dyes, and cosmetics, rendering the town as colorful as a meadow in full bloom. 

Throughout the day, they’d knot strips of fabric bearing their names to a banyan tree, 

making a wish for the year ahead. Upon the arrival of the Saffron Festival, they’d retrieve them 

and stitch an additional inch to the cloth to repeat the cycle at every autumnal festival thereafter. 

The length giving clue to their years of life, the very fabric was eventually pegged into the 

ground to mark places of rest. 

 Exactly the topic on Syrine’s mind. “I might pop off any day,” she declared, her 

response to nearly everything. 

“You believe all the other superstitions, why not the one about the immortality of our 

people?” Being that Dartanian was tucked away in seclusion behind the mountains, much of 
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what was known about its people was as enigmatic as the Lajward summits. It was supposed 

across Lemuria that the Dartinian people had attained immortality from the long lives their 

elderly led. It was rooted in some truth, as all stories were. Their people lived active lifestyles, so 

it was rare anyone was taken by illness. Thus, most elderly died of old age as opposed to natural 

causes. And while Dartinians prided themselves in that, Aya was weary that the mystery and 

allure of the myths surrounding them could one day bring unwelcome guests to their door. 

“For a Shehriyar, your hands have been saffron for too long,” Syrine said of the saffron-

red stain forming a five petal shape on Aya’s palm, complimentary to her fingertips, and 

indicative of her maidenhood. Only women who were open to being in a relationship wore the 

color and upon finding a partner ceased applying it to their hands. As a symbol of their union 

with their partner, married women wore it only on the soles of their feet. 

“Aren’t they pretty?” Aya teased. 

“Aya,” Syrine said, attempting a new approach with the change in her tone. “Ever since 

you were a little girl you wanted to be a mother.” And Aya had fulfilled that. When she had been 

sixteen, she had taken an infant in as her own. Heraklyn, now nearly seven, was her waris, her 

heir, despite not bearing royal blood. But even with the fulfillment of raising a child, Aya had 

longed to give Heraklyn a sibling, another child to play with as she had had herself growing up. 

She still found herself yearning for it when she had a moment to herself and her thoughts blared 

for nothing else. 

“I don’t need a husband to have a baby, Grandmama,” Aya said with a grin, not betraying 

the fact the comment had struck a chord. Syrine never intended her words to be barbed, but her 

nescience to it never lessened the blow. “So long as men are afraid of mere superstitions, they 

are unlikely to win my favor.” 
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The fact of the matter was that Aya was not opposed to marriage as long as her power 

remained her own, which could well be in question were she to marry a foreigner. Shehriyar was 

an unknown concept in Lemuria and Mu, a Tanish honorific bestowed upon the regnant ruler and 

the highest royal position in Dartanian. Words for kings and queens did not exist in Tanish, nor 

did the like exist as an entity in Dartanian, the concept of rank and title decided according to 

gender absurd and unheard of to her people. There was only Shehriyar and Zultane, the latter 

title belonging to the spouse of the Shehriyar. While they had different roles, they ruled as 

equals. 

Yet in some parts of the world, a queen did not bear a rank even close to a king and, as 

was the intention behind the title, was never meant to rule. A queen was only called as such to 

define her relationship with the reigning monarch. She was a wife. Not a sovereign in her own 

right. So to outsiders, Aya referred to herself in a way they would understand her role best. She 

called herself King. 

She was not second best. She was not a figurehead nor a servant to a 

spouse. Shehriyar Aya was servant only to her people, to her land, her kingdom, and she had no 

intention of demoting herself for the benefit of a person who did not respect their ways. 

Even if Syrine doubted it, Aya was entirely supportive of the idea of marriage as long as 

it meant her partner would help her attain her goal of taking Dartanian to new heights, expanding 

their horizons beyond Lemuria. While Dartanian was entirely self-reliant, Aya wanted an empire 

of trade, of commerce for her people. She could see their vegetable dyed silks worn by royalty, 

their emeralds hanging around throats as gifts from lovers, their intricately woven rugs gilding 

floors and walls, their mineral water slaking parched throats, and their tea amber with saffron 

served on platters made of their silver and tin deposits, their distinctly pink rock salt flavoring 
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dishes. Aya knew her kingdom’s potential. All this time they had only needed someone to take 

the leap. Whether she did it alone or not, she would be that Shehriyar. 

“You truly have an entirely detached outlook on marriage,” Yara said, the only thing 

truly detached: her voice.   

“As long as Grandmama here keeps bringing me far-removed members of royal families, 

you will not have to concern yourself with that, Yara,” Aya teased. 

“Who do you want then?” her eldest sister asked, unimpressed. 

Aya simpered. “Bring me a God.” 

Shaking her head, Syrine sighed, a proud smile playing upon her lips. After all, it 

was she who’d told Aya from a young age to never lower her standards, to keep her head held 

high and know her worth. “What am I going to do with you?” 

Aya kissed Syrine’s soft cheek. “Leave me to rule as an unmarried Shehriyar with a 

Universe forsaken widow’s peak.” Syrine drew her hand over Aya’s head as a show of her 

devotion and blessing, a gesture a royal or elder bestowed typically upon those of lower rank or 

age. Aya only wished the last from her father had not been on his deathbed.   

Just then, the door burst open, and this time mindful of the low door frame, Myr ducked 

to enter, having learned her lesson from running into it one too many times. It’s limited height 

stood as a nuisance to both Myr and Yara, her sisters tall as any man, but Aya who was 

diminutive to anyone, had complete ease of use, and was wholly appreciative of this piece of 

architecture meant to slow down entrants enough to dispatch them in the event of an invasion. 

The frequent intrusions on her seclusion by Syrine, Myr, Yara, and Heraklyn alike were, while 

very much invasive, still secretly welcomed. 
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As one might wield a baton, a long beam of chewed sugarcane was propped on Myr’s 

shoulder as she strode forth. Her face that of an empress, Myr was the only reminder of what 

their Polarian mother had looked like, having passed while birthing the youngest Janasheer. The 

radiant brown complexion. High, rounded cheekbones. Warm brown eyes that had once been 

obsidian. But the delicate, thin lips, the willowy, boyish frame and almost lanky limbs were 

Myr’s own. The peppy voice and impish smile too. “Hey, bitches.” 

Myr was eternally aiming for one of two things: to get a rise out of Yara or to make her 

smile. Today was evidently the former. 

The hand that never left the pommel of the shamshir at Yara’s hip tightened, her lips 

pursing as if subjected to the tart bite of a lemon. “That is a highly inappropriate way to greet 

your elders.”   

“Oh, apologies,” Myr said, entirely unremorseful. “Greetings, bitches.” Before Yara’s 

full lips could so much as shape another word, Myr turned towards Syrine, jolly as ever. 

“Grandmama! My hair needs oiling.” 

“I’m standing right here,” Yara, who often oiled Myr’s scalp said, affronted, “you could 

ask me.” 

Myr gave her a long stare, bringing the sugarcane to her mouth and gnawing on the 

frayed edge. She chewed a while, her jaw moving as languorously as a grazing oxen’s before 

saying, “You’re too rough. I don’t want bald patches-” 

“Excuse me?” 

“Not in your way,” Myr said, keeping her wobbling lips from breaking into a bright grin 

as she strode towards a beaming Syrine.   
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The next intruder to join their midst was a child, the cloud of hair surrounding her head 

like a halo as evocative of pride and power as a lion’s mane. Heraklyn walked a thick-tailed 

pangolin on a leash, the armored mammal having been her pet since she’d discovered it 

bumbling down the road away from stray dogs. Predictably, to Yara’s disapproval. 

Heraklyn raced to Aya, embracing her legs, giggling as the large nose hoop interlaced 

with Aya’s curly, ink-black hair and resting against part of her lips tickled Heraklyn’s cheek. 

Myr and Yara too wore nose rings, symbols of their royal Khilji lineage, Myr’s a septum ring 

and Yara’s a barely noticeable stud. As Shehriyar, Aya’s was infinitely more elaborate in style 

and size and often got in the way of kissing her little girl. 

“I brought you a jasmine,” Heraklyn said, air whistling through her gap-toothed smile. 

Every morning, Caoimhe, Aya’s handmaiden, would braid Aya’s hair while Myr, allergic to any 

form of vegetation, would pepper the finished product with the flowers picked at the cost to her 

sinuses. Despite the runny nose and thunderous sneezing that would ensue, Myr would bring Aya 

fresh dandelions daily. And it was this morning that Caoimhe had finally admitted, much to 

Myr’s chagrin, they were weeds. Aya in turn had been left without any flowers in her hair until 

Heraklyn had thoughtfully brought her a gift of their national flower. 

Being the youngest, Heraklyn always had privilege of getting her hair oiled first and took 

advantage of just that, sitting afore Syrine with her pet Gogo, on her lap, only to be gently asked 

if she could set down the pangolin for a moment. 

“Shehriyar.” A new, familiar voice came from the entryway. Caoimhe was the sole 

person Aya had faith would knock before entering, but as the flame haired girl progressed 

towards her, cheeks pink with exertion and correspondence in hand, it would seem her 

unwavering courtesy had left her today. It was clear to Aya that a matter of great urgency 
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brought Caoimhe to her unannounced. She could smell the lightly perfumed papyrus before she 

had even enclosed her fingers around the rolled missive. 

“Sharkteeth,” Myr greeted her partner-in-crime, or more accurately, bystander turned 

unwilling accomplice in Myr’s crimes. The nickname, purely of affection, stemmed from Myr’s  

 

 

notice of Caoimhe’s intriguingly sharp canines, which Caoimhe often suppressed her 

smiles so as not to flash. Their subsequent exchange, however, went unnoticed as Aya’s eyes 

landed upon the four words scrawled within the note. Prepare tea, love Sufiyan. 

The only person she knew to go by that name was the ruthless General of Kinvara who 

she could not find any reason to have business with. General Sufiyan, he who had acquisitioned 

territories under Kinvara’s flag, a feat no Kinvaren in history had attempted, being of a people 

too prideful to seek realms beyond their own. He who had dehumanized his enemies, making 

examples of them. He who was the reason kings could be called kings. A conqueror. 

At his informality, Aya decided either this Sufiyan was an indecorous simpleton or this 

had not been the first correspondence he had sent. There was no gain in provoking a force as 

mighty as Kinvara. Surely someone in her company might have kept such letters from her, intent 

on protecting. The roar in her ears subsided as she grew aware of her surroundings anew, 

wondering of which of her family members could it have been. 

“Do you have to take that with you everywhere?” Yara was saying, presumably of Myr’s 

sugarcane. 
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“Eh, monkeys are a real problem here. I let this out of my sight for a second and one of 

those rascals will be off with it!” Myr said, then sputtered chewed bits of sugarcane onto the 

floor. 

“Would you stop that? It’s disgusting,” Yara groused. 

“The armadillo will eat it.” 

“It’s a pangolin,” Heraklyn tutted from her spot. 

“Sugarcane is not part of its diet,” Caoimhe chimed in, matter-of-fact. 

“Its loss,” Myr said, shrugging, collecting the discarded fibers. 

Her heart dropping, Aya crossed to the balcony in haste. The redolence of budding 

jasmine hung on the updrafts of frosty air, petals encumbered with crystal beads of dew bowing 

as an obeisant subject—only to be crushed by the heavy footfalls of an encroaching army. The 

gold-on-black of his standards juddered on the wind, a variant of the black-on-gold Kinvaren 

flag. The last time a Kinvaren had stepped foot on Dartanian’s soil, they had lost their Shehriyar. 

Now, seven years later, they had returned led by a new commander. 

General Sufiyan himself.  

 

Things we like:  

• I really love Aya’s voice. She’s this deep-thinking proud young woman, and it sets up a 

nice contrast with her grandmother’s shallow discussion at the beginning. Agreed. It 

really hit me what sort of person she is when she’s thinking about how rumors of her 

people’s immortality could bring danger to their country. She thinks about consequences.  

• The argument about the widows peak gave me a good idea of who Aya is. And it’s pretty 

funny. 

• The ending has a nice punch agreed! Plus caveat! 

• There’s some really lovely worldbuilding in here; it’s so detailed I felt like the author had 

visited Dartanian. It seemed like a real place I could go. Seconded. It feels very complete 

and thought out on lots of levels. 

• Myr’s voice is delightful  
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Things that might need a second look:  

• I wished we had found out on the first page that Aya was the leader of her people. By the 

second page, I had already formed ideas of who she was. 

• There are so many names and so much new terminology in the first couple of pages that I 

fell off the bandwagon sometimes. Because the start of a book is always a learning curve 

for a reader in and of itself, it can be good to include only the essential parts of names and 

titles Agreed. There was a lot of information on the first two pages and not all of it felt 

immediately relevant. Just a little infodumpy there. I’d say that’s pretty consistent 

through the whole submission--it’s hard to follow what is actually happening between 

characters (who the characters are!) in blocking and dialogue, because it’s so broken up 

with worldbuilding and flashbacks. It’s very dense. 

• Teeny note: Saffron is harvested in the fall, so I wondered why this world’s Saffron 

festival was in the spring. 

• Finding out that Aya had adopted and raised a child and longed to have another child to 

give her first a playmate, shifted this book in my mind from YA to New Adult, which I 

hadn’t expected at the beginning. Or is it just adult? Honestly this just feels like a fantasy 

novel to me. Sorry, I forgot to mark it. It’s NA. 

• Reader response: so far the promises this book is setting seems to mainly be romance, so 

I’m thinking this is a romance novel. But the detail of worldbuilding seems to be at odds 

with that, so if this isn’t a romance, it would be good to have some other promises 

worked into the beginning too. Honestly, the worldbuilding and invasion threat gave me 

some big enemies to lovers with serious politics and all out war promises. 

• There were a couple times for me that I felt the narration was out of voice/really distant, 

like I was reading a fantasy history book rather than a fantasy novel. For instance, “The 

dance at its core sounded primal but, rooted in ancient tradition, stood as a testament to 

the Dartinian peoples’ long and proudly preserved heritage.” For some reason that read 

like an anthropology book (and maybe that’s the narrators voice), but I was surprised by 

it. Agreed. About a lot of it. I never really felt super grounded in the scene enough to 

want to follow into some of the chunks of world building because I had nothing to attach 

it to--not enough character or plot or even physical grounding. 

• The revelation at the end is pretty cool, I love the set up of an invading army coming and 

the leader sending a cheeky note to put the tea on, but I wondered how it was that Aya 

jumped straight from “note signed by guy who shares name with scary invasion dude” to 

THIS IS ACTUALLY INVASION ARMY DUDE AND HE’S COMING. The first thing 

I thought as a reader was that it was an intercepted note and someone was tattling on 

some inappropriate romance. Like, were there reports of his army outside her borders and 

she’s been worried about it? Have there been skirmishes? I mean, would they have sat 

there talking about her inauspicious widow’s peak (very funny btw!) if they had an army 

with a reputation for conquering countries right outside their border? I guess I’m not able 

to follow her logic. 

 


